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The Past and the Future of Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, and Transgender Studies

By Larry Gross

Since 1983, when the Journal of Communication published a special issue titled
“Ferment in the Field,” the field of communication has experienced enough up-
heaval and transformation to make one wonder what all the fuss was about back
in the early 1980s. The authors of that collection seemed particularly focused on
the debate, then raging but in hindsight clearly overstated, between “critical” and
“administrative” camps within communication studies. However, in the 2 decades
since, the sheer volume of change in the spheres of technology, media, politics,
economics, and culture has provided ample ferment in nearly every division and
province of communication theory and research. Is there a branch of the field not
confronting the combined impact of the information technology revolution, the
galloping conglomeration of corporate media, the swallowing of politics and policy
discourse by the insatiable appetite of entertainment, the relentless march of
neoliberal economics and globalization in the post-Cold War world order?  Granted,
the basic parameters of interpersonal communication may not shift in the winds of
technology, politics, and fashion, but even here communication scholars are un-
doubtedly paying attention to the advent of computer-mediated channels and
virtual communities. In this context, despite the stiff competition, it might still be
argued that no domain of communication studies has experienced a transforma-
tion as radical as gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered (GLBT) studies, or its
pierced and tattooed younger sibling, queer studies, neither of which were even
visible on the map charted by the editors of the 1983 Journal of Communication
collection.

Emerging From the Shadows

To understand the profound changes experienced—and brought about—by gay,
lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered people, and by those who have devoted
much of their scholarly lives to the study of gay people’s lives, it is helpful to
begin earlier than the convenient marker of the 1983 JOC volume. The story of
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GLBT studies begins, as does so much else about the lives of sexual minorities, in
denial and erasure.

Whatever is unnamed, undepicted in images, whatever is omitted from biogra-
phy, censored in collections of letters, whatever is misnamed as something
else, made difficult-to-come-by, whatever is buried in the memory by the col-
lapse of meaning under an inadequate or lying language—this will become,

not merely unspoken, but unspeakable. (Rich, 1979, p. 199)

Adrienne Rich’s eloquent words capture the experience of gay people for most of
modern history. Until comparatively recently, we suffered under a semiofficial
conspiracy of silencing that was endorsed at the highest levels.

When lesbian and gay people in the United States began to organize in the
1950s and press for social change, they did so in an atmosphere that defined them
as sinful, sick, and criminal. The first post-World War II homophile organization
(as the lesbian and gay movement was then known), the Mattachine Society, was
named for medieval court jesters, who could speak unpopular truths from behind
masks (D’Emilio, 1983). The Mattachine Society backed away from any open or
confrontational strategy, preferring to work behind the scenes by encouraging main-
stream professionals to educate the public. This “was an approach founded on an
implicit contract with the larger society wherein gay identity, culture, and values
would be disavowed (or at least concealed) in return for the promise of equal treat-
ment. . . . Tolerance would be earned by making difference unspeakable” (Adam,
1978, p. 121).

Another approach then began to surface, inspired by the argument that homo-
sexuals should be seen, and should see themselves, as a minority community; that
is, the conscious adoption of the typically American form of political organizing
based in ethnic/minority identity. This position was first articulated in 1951 by
Cory in his groundbreaking The Homosexual in America:

Our minority status is similar, in a variety of respects, to that of national,
religious and other ethnic groups: in the denial of civil liberties; in the legal,
extra-legal and quasi-legal discrimination; in the assignment of an inferior
social position; in the exclusion from the mainstream of life and culture. (Cory,
1951, p. 13)

By the early 1960s, Cory could celebrate the “feeling of group recognition
(that) has grown among these people,” leading to the launching “of a struggle
for the rights guaranteed to all citizens of a free democratic society” (Cory &
LeRoy, 1963, p. 240).

The application of the minority group model to political organizing was exem-
plified by Washington, DC, activist Frank Kameny. In 1957, as a 32-year-old as-
tronomer recently hired by the Army Map Service, Kameny was confronted by
Civil Service investigators with a charge of homosexuality and fired.  Unlike most
of those dismissed during the witch hunts of the period, Kameny fought back, and
in 1961 he joined with others to form the Mattachine Society of Washington.
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Stepping out from behind the masked modesty of the Mattachine’s dependence
on liberal professional authorities, Kameny modeled his strategies on the civil
rights movement, arguing for unapologetic, public actions. Articulating a minority
civil rights analysis clearly paralleling other groups’ struggles, Kameny noted that
we do not see “the NAACP and CORE worrying about which chromosome and
gene produced a black skin, or about the possibility of bleaching the Negro”
(quoted in Adam, 1978, p. 153).

The cornerstone of Kameny’s political position was the cultivation of gay pride
and the conviction that “we must instill in the homosexual community a sense of
worth of the individual homosexual.” This could be done only by a movement
openly led by homosexuals themselves, because “the ONLY people in the world
who are doing this are the pitifully small handful of us in the homophile move-
ment” (quoted in Marotta, 1981, pp. 62–63). Although small in numbers, the
newly militant homosexual activists were marking significant new territory
and, while still overshadowed by the much larger civil rights and antiwar
movements of the 1960s, they represented a significant change in the rules of
the game. It was the ’60s-style young activists who created the gay liberation
movement that exploded across America in the wake of the 1969 Stonewall
riots in Greenwich Village.

Coming Out in the Academy

The new generation of gay leaders was faced with the problem of creating a
movement out of a group that had long learned to hide its identity from public
view. One of the first institutions to feel the impact of the newly visible gay
liberation was the academy. The presence of lesbian and gay scholars and stu-
dents in colleges and universities was not new, but the emergence of openly gay
academics was revolutionary.

“In March 1973, seven men and one woman—college faculty, graduate stu-
dents, a writer and a director, all gay—gathered informally in a Manhattan apart-
ment . . . [and] talked in highly personal terms of the difficulties of being gay in a
university setting.” By the fourth meeting the participants decided that they “could
contribute to the gay movement and to our own liberation by organizing in a formal
way” and thus was formed the Gay Academic Union (D’Emilio, 1974, p. 13).

The founders of the Gay Academic Union decided to go public by sponsoring a
conference on “universities and the gay experience.”  The 2-day event, held at
Thanksgiving 1973 at the City University of New York, drew 300; the third
conference 2 years later drew over a thousand. One of the keynote speakers
at the first conference was Barbara Gittings, long-time lesbian activist, who
began her talk with a fairy tale—“an untrue story about what life is like for the gay
person in academia today”:

Every lesbian growing up finds that the signs of her sexual orientation are
welcomed and encouraged by her parents and relatives. In school she gets
massive peer support, and plenty of opportunities to develop a homosexual
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social life. Her sex-education courses teach her that being gay is positive,
desirable. And valuable. Her church approves her orientation and encourages
her to express it, and in her church she feels both socially comfortable and

spiritually attuned.

Again in college everyone and everything is geared to reinforcing her lesbi-
anism and making her feel proud of it. She knows she’ll never be called into
the dean’s office for a stern lecture, or a maudlin lecture, or a patronizing
lecture, or for threats to tell her parents or to take away her scholarship. She
knows that she can confidently go to the student counseling center and get
constructive help for any love and sex problems that she may have. There is
even a gay lounge on campus, which she can make her special place for
meeting friends and for browsing through duplicate copies of good gay books
in the main library.

Later, as a teacher, she has no fear of a witch hunt or malicious accusations,
because she knows that the full power of the faculty senate, the administra-
tion, and the board of trustees supports her right to be openly gay in the same
way and to the same extent that most people are “known” to be straight. And
there is a great variety of ways for her to meet other gay women openly in
happy, civilized atmospheres.

Throughout her life she can draw upon a rich literature about her kind of
life and her kind of love. And the images of gay people in the mass media give
her strength and dignity in her orientation and a sense of community with
other gay people. The church blesses her love relationship with another woman,
the world smiles and approves, and the state rewards the couple with special
legal and economic advantages. And they all live happily ever after in academia.
(1974, pp. 29–30)

In the 3 decades since this fairy tale was told to those who were bravely attending
the first public meeting of lesbian and gay academics, a surprising amount of what
Gittings described has come to pass, especially those portions dealing with col-
leges and universities. Although parents, public schools, churches, and the state
have, for the most part, not yet lived up to Gittings’s hopeful picture, academia
has changed in ways that her 1973 audience would truly have thought inconceiv-
able, and most of the credit goes to those whose energies were unleashed by the
advent of the lesbian and gay liberation movement.

Lesbian and gay caucuses began to emerge within many academic disciplines,
with particularly strong presence in languages and literature, sociology, psychol-
ogy, and history. The most important progress in establishing lesbian and gay
studies, however, was happening outside the groves of academe. In 1976 inde-
pendent scholar and playwright Jonathan Ned Katz published Gay American His-
tory, nearly 700 pages of documents and commentary to demonstrate “that the
heretofore suppressed, hidden history of homosexual Americans does exist, and
to insure that, like Gay Americans today, its existence can no longer be denied”
(Katz, 1976, p. 2). Following Katz’s inspiring model, grassroots lesbian and gay
history projects sprang up around the country—in Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, San
Francisco—and the results of their research appeared in the pages of the newspa-
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pers and journals spawned by the lesbian and gay liberation movement. Interna-
tional conferences in 1982 and 1985 in Toronto and 1983 and 1987 in Amsterdam
were key moments in the coalescing of an “invisible college” of lesbian and gay
scholars both inside and outside of the academy. In addition to sessions organized
within academic disciplinary conferences, large-scale interdisciplinary lesbian, gay,
and bisexual studies conferences were held, first at Yale in 1989, subsequently at
Harvard (1990), Rutgers (1991), and the University of Iowa (1993).

Traditional avenues of academic publishing also opened in response to the
flowering of lesbian and gay studies, beginning with the founding of the Journal
of Homosexuality in 1974 and continuing as important university and trade presses
began to venture into areas previously considered too risky. In 1980 John Boswell’s
Christianity, Social Tolerance and Homosexuality was both an award-winning
scholarly success and a best seller, and publishers took heed. GLBT and queer
publishing reached a high point in the early 1990s in terms of trade house interest
and record advance contracts, but even after that bubble burst, university and several
academically oriented trade presses continue to bring out GLBT/queer books.

Many colleges and universities across the United States and Canada offer courses
focused on lesbian and gay issues, and graduate students are no longer routinely
warned that lesbian and gay topics are a kiss of death on the job market. Still, it
would be an exaggeration to say that such research is invariably viewed with
positive or even neutral eyes. In a 1993 survey conducted by the American Politi-
cal Science Association among their members, 43% of the gay respondents said
they had experienced or witnessed a situation in which a person’s perceived
homosexuality had hurt them in a job search.

Gayly Speaking

Speech communications scholars can claim pioneer status in the emerging field of
GLBT studies. In 1978 a group of faculty members and graduate students success-
fully lobbied for the establishment of a Caucus on Gay and Lesbian Concerns to
the Speech Communication Association (now the National Communication Asso-
ciation). As was usually the case at that period, there were few tenured faculty
members willing or able to conduct this campaign; thus, it was mostly untenured
faculty and graduate students who took the risks necessary to establish a new and
controversial beachhead on less than welcoming soil (Gearhart, 2003, p. xxxii).
Here, too, as so often, success depended on the solidarity and support of feminist
and minority caucuses within the disciplinary associations. For 2 decades the
Caucus organized panels and paper sessions at the SCA/NCA conferences, thus
recognizing and encouraging GLBT scholarship. In 1997 the National Communi-
cation Association agreed to establish a Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender
Studies Division, which represents GLBT/queer scholarship in the organization’s
deliberative body, while the Caucus remains more focused on the political and
social concerns of the Association’s GLBT members.

It was not until 1989 that a similar process began within the International Com-
munication Association, starting with an informal caucus meeting, followed by the
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appointment by the ICA president of a Task Committee on Gay and Lesbian
Concerns. At the 1993 ICA conference in Washington, DC, the Task Commit-
tee and Caucus members initiated the formation of the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
and Transgender Studies Interest Group. The interest group defines its mis-
sion as:

The analysis and critique of sexual systems, discourses, and representations,
particularly those that animate, inform and impinge upon the lives of lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transgender people. Such systems and discourses occur in
institutional, community, domestic, and intimate contexts; are closely connected
to other social and cultural practices (such as nationalism, education, or popu-
lar entertainment); and play a critical role in the formation and communication
of individual and group identity. Members also work with the ICA leadership
to represent the concerns of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender scholars in
the Association.

The founding of the SCA Caucus stimulated the efforts, led by James Chesboro, to
recognize the presence of and create a context for gay and lesbian scholarship
within the discipline. The publication of the collection Gayspeak: Gay Male and
Lesbian Communication (Chesboro, 1981) represented a first step, but it was one
that was not followed, at least within the specific confines of SCA, until Queer
Words, Queer Images: Communication and the Construction of Homosexuality,
edited by Jeffrey Ringer, appeared in 1994. By this point, however, GLBT and
queer-focused communication research was emerging, both within and outside
academia.

In the domain of film studies, allied with, but—at least in the United States—
generally distinct from communications studies, Richard Dyer’s collection Gays
and Film (1977) and Vito Russo’s The Celluloid Closet (1981/1987), opened eyes
and stimulated scholarship on issues of representation that remain a vital compo-
nent of GLBT studies.

Through the 1990s the work of GLBT-focused scholars of communication contin-
ued to appear, not only in the Journal of Homosexuality (in 1991 a special issue of
the Journal of Homosexuality, edited by Michelle Wolf and Al Kielwasser, was
published as Gay People, Sex and the Media) and then in GLQ (founded in 1993),
but as a steady tributary to the mainstream of communication scholarship (e.g.,
Brookey, 1996; Chesboro, 1980; Darsey, 1991; Fejes & Petrich, 1993; Gross, 1989;
Kielwasser & Wolf, 1992; Moritz, 1989; Nelson, 1985; Slagle, 1995).

University presses launched book series in GLBT studies, and trade houses
welcomed manuscripts that might appeal to a wider audience. Among the GLBT-
centered books of the 1990s were many that explored communications and me-
dia-related topics, including lesbian- and gay-produced film (Dyer, 1990), lesbian
images in film (Weiss, 1992), queer readings of ostensibly straight film and televi-
sion (Creekmur & Doty, 1995; Doty, 1993), and the controversies surrounding the
political tactic of outing (Gross, 1993). Groundbreaking accounts of the lesbian
and gay press (Streitmatter, 1995) and the treatment of gay people in the main-
stream press (Alwood, 1996), as well as the media’s failure to adequately respond
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to the AIDS crisis (Kinsella, 1989), pioneered the study of GLBT issues in journal-
ism. Less respectable but no less important domains of popular culture, such as
pornography (Fung, 1988; Henderson, 1991; Waugh, 1996) and television talk
shows (Gamson, 1998), also came in for scholarly attention. The AIDS crisis evoked
cultural and political analyses of societal responses to the epidemic (Altman, 1986;
Erni, 1994; Patton, 1985; Treichler, 1999; Watney, 1987). The growing shelf of
anthologies—what publishers call doorstops—available for courses in GLBT stud-
ies now includes at least one with a central focus on communication and media
issues (Gross & Woods, 1999), as well as several that pay at least some attention to
these realms (Abelove et al, 1993; Medhurst & Munt, 1997); and there are several
recent books directly charting and analyzing the course of gay media representa-
tions (Capsuto, 2000; Gross, 2001; Walters, 2001). Excellent reviews of the litera-
ture on GLBT/queer communications scholarship have appeared (see, e.g.,
Henderson, 2000; Heinz, 2002; Yep et al., 2003).

Queer New World

As these momentous changes were occurring, largely as a result of the efforts of
GLBT-based movements, internal battles were raging within the ranks of the non-
heterosexual over the very terms of their identities and their goals. Through much
of the 1980s, the growing ranks of gay and lesbian scholarship were divided
between warring camps generally labeled as essentialist and constructionist. Briefly,
what might be termed the essentialist position assumes that homosexuals are a
category of humanity existing in all cultures and throughout history. Writing in this
tradition tends to celebrate the tracing of a continuous, if often hidden, thread that
unites contemporary lesbian women and gay men with their counterparts across
time and place.

In contrast, scholars based in the sociological tradition of social construction-
ism (cf. Berger & Luckmann, 1967; Plummer, 1981), argue that homosexuality is
not a transhistorical phenomenon that takes on somewhat differing form and
coloration under varying local conditions. These scholars argue that “there are no
objective, culture-independent categories of sexual orientation—no one is, inde-
pendent of a culture, a heterosexual or homosexual” (Stein, 1992, p. 340). Accord-
ing to social constructionists, the homosexuality that exists in the modern Western
world is a conceptual product of the late 19th century, when “the spread of a
capitalist economy and the growth of huge cities were allowing diffuse homo-
sexual desires to congeal into a personal identity” (D’Emilio & Freedman, 1988, p.
226). At this point, responding to “real changes in the social organization,” medi-
cal writers came to describe “homosexuality not as a discrete, punishable offense,
but as a description of the person, encompassing emotions, dress, mannerisms,
behavior, and even physical traits” (p. 266). In the influential phrasing of Michel
Foucault, “The sodomite had been a temporary aberration; the homosexual was
now a species” (1978, p. 43).

Some social constructionists took a more extreme position, according to which
it is inaccurate to talk about sexual orientations at all because they are merely
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figments of our society’s need to categorize people. In illustration of this view,
Edward Stein quoted Gore Vidal’s statement that “there is no such thing as a
homosexual, no such thing as a heterosexual. Everyone has homosexual and
heterosexual desires and impulses and responses” (1992, p. 342).

In an important sense, however, both constructionists and essentialists acknowl-
edged that there are at present, in our society, persons who can be appropriately
labeled homosexuals (and conversely, heterosexuals), whether they are seen as
the latest metamorphoses of universally recurring orientations, or as completely
novel, “modern, Western bourgeois productions” (Halperin, 1989, p. 8). That is,
however these theoretical perspectives varied in assigning ontological causes for
the appearance of homosexuals in our midst, they both seemed to agree that such
people do exist here and now. However, by the late 1980s this agreement was
challenged by the assertion that all identities must be questioned, that the very
idea of a stable identity—gay, straight, whatever—must be challenged. In place of
gay, lesbian, bisexual, or even the increasingly visible transgender, the term queer
began to gain favor among activists and scholars.

At the New York gay and lesbian pride parade in June 1990, 15,000 copies of an
anonymous broadside were distributed bearing the simple but arresting title, Queers
Read This: I Hate Straights (reprinted in Gross & Woods, 1999). The authors were
among those who gathered shortly afterwards to found the militant, but short-
lived Queer Nation, whose best known slogan was “We’re here, we’re queer, get
used to it.”  Just as “gay” was adopted in the late 1960s by radicals who wanted to
distinguish themselves from the earlier reformers of the homosexual and homophile
movements, now “queer” underscored a growing generation gap within the gay
community. It divided “youthful, self-described ‘separatists,’ roused to a new mili-
tant rage by the AIDS epidemic, from those who came of political age in the 60s,
and for whom political struggle has long focused on issues like privacy and toler-
ance” (Stanley, 1991). In addition to its aggressive stance, queer was preferred by
some for its simplicity, replacing the awkward GLBT mouthful, much as “people
of color” is often used to refer to African Americans, Asian Americans, Latino/a
Americans, Native Americans, and so on. However, in both cases it can be and
often is argued that collapsing of disparate groups under a single term denies and
erases their differences (Gamson, 1995).

As people often pointed out at Queer Nation meetings, queer meant anyone
who did not fit into society’s confining sexual roles or play by society’s restrictive
sexual rules. The use of queer to challenge minority group models of organizing
and the underlying assumptions of uniformity and consensus implied by the man-
tra “gay and lesbian community” soon crossed into the realm of academic dis-
course. In 1990 Teresa de Lauretis used the term “queer theory” as the title of a
conference held at University of California, Santa Cruz, and the rest is history of
consciousness (Halperin, 2003). Spreading nearly as rapidly as gay liberation had in
the wake of the Stonewall riots, queer theory became the hot new thing in (at least
some branches of) academia. Editors and publishers rushed to publish articles and
books proclaiming, or so it seemed, the “queering” of anything and everything.

Queer theory resembled early post-Stonewall gay liberation in its content as
well. Gay liberation, exemplified by Denis Altman’s Homosexual: Oppression and
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Liberation (1971), had drawn on 1960s-era political psychology to proclaim that
humans are naturally polysexual, but society imposes on us “a repressive regime
that channels our polymorphous eroticism into a narrow genital-centered, procre-
ative-oriented heterosexual norm” (Seidman, 1993, p. 113). However, as the post-
Stonewall movement returned to the earlier model of a minority-based movement
for civil rights, fighting to overturn legalized oppression and discrimination, the
gay liberation impulse was overshadowed by the chants of “Gay, straight, Black,
White: same struggle, same fight!” and the assertion that the only thing differenti-
ating gay from straight is what we do in bed. At the same time, the clarity of gay
identity was challenged from several directions. Many lesbians insisted on the
distinctiveness of their experience—and their oppression. Adrienne Rich argued
that lesbian existence is denied not only by the institutionalized heterosexuality of
patriarchal society, but also by dissolving lesbians into a generalized gay popula-
tion. On the contrary, Rich insisted, lesbian experience is “like motherhood, a
profoundly female experience, with particular oppressions, meanings and poten-
tialities we cannot comprehend as long as we simply bracket it with other sexually
stigmatized existences” (Rich, 1980, p. 81).

Just as lesbian feminists could rightly condemn the rhetoric of the gay commu-
nity as male-defined, so, too, they were criticized for painting a portrait of “woman”
drawn too narrowly in their own image: “[T]he focus on women ‘as women’ has
addressed only one group of women—namely, white middle-class women of
Western industrialized countries . . . [and treated] the difference[s] of white middle-
class women from all other women as if they were not differences” (Spelman,
1988, p. 3). Race and class presented alternative claims to be the primary basis on
which identities are forged.  A lesbian identity based on race and class in addition
to gender did not readily lend itself to the separatism urged by many lesbian
feminists. As Barbara Smith put it:

What white lesbians have against lesbians of color is that they accuse us of being “male

identified” because we are concerned with issues that affect our whole race. They ex-

press anger at us for not seeing the light. That is another aspect of how they carry on

their racism. (Smith & Smith, 1981, pp. 121–122)

People of color challenged the dominant model of homosexuality as the defin-
ing attribute of the “lesbian and gay community,” arguing that “individuals do not
have a core gay identity around which race or class add mere social nuance”
(Seidman, 1993, p. 121). The picture was further complicated as new sexual iden-
tities began to claim their place on the masthead of the sexual liberation move-
ment. Leading the way were bisexuals. No longer willing to be seen as occupying
a halfway house in the coming out process, or as a hybrid category occupying
positions two through five on Kinsey’s zero-to-six scale of sexual behaviors, women
and men who are attracted to members of both sexes claimed an independently
valid identity. Not far behind came the variegated assembly of the transgendered,
united by their rejection of the gendered expectations imposed on them by soci-
ety based on their physical, especially genital, characteristics at birth. Thus, by the
time queer emerged as a political and theoretical stance, most homosexual orga-
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nizations had adopted, or were considering adopting, the acronym GLBT. No
wonder queer looked so good to so many.

Queer, however, meant more than avoiding alphabet soup organizational names.
It revived the gay liberation-era disdain for fixed categories of sexual identity, but
with a postmodern twist. All identities were to be seen as “multiple, contradictory,
fragmented, incoherent, disciplinary, disunified, unstable, fluid” (Gamson, 2003,
p. 386), and thus the very idea of a gay or lesbian identity was untenable. Al-
though this view also challenged the idea of a normative heterosexual identity,
making queer theory and queer status attractive to many rebellious young people,
the consequences of this destabilizing were not the same across the social and
sexual spectrum. However compelling the theory as an antidote to the
heteronormative assumptions we all encounter throughout our lives, there is a
great distance between seeing through the false consciousness of heteronormativity
and dismantling the social system that embodies it. A glance at the morning news-
paper or the evening news broadcast these days will likely remind us that we are
in the midst of a cultural and political struggle over the rights of “gay people” in
the United States to be treated as full citizens. For many, queer theory’s rejection
of gay (or lesbian, bisexual, transgendered) identity seems utopian in the context
of this still far from resolved fight for equality in a country that stubbornly under-
stands politics in minority bloc/civil rights terms. To queer theorists, one might
cite Hannah Arendt’s account of her experience as a Jew expelled from Germany:

For many years I considered the only adequate reply to the question, Who are
you? to be: a Jew. That answer alone took into account the reality of persecu-
tion. . . . The statement: I am a man—I would have considered as nothing but
a grotesque and dangerous evasion of reality. . . . The basically simple prin-
ciple here is one that is particularly hard to understand in times of defamation
and persecution: the principle that one can resist only in terms of the identity
that is under attack. Those who reject such identifications on the part of a
hostile world may feel wonderfully superior to the world, but their superiority
is then truly no longer of this world; it is the superiority of more or less well-
equipped cloud-cuckoo-land. (1968, pp. 17–18, emphasis added)

Granted, Arendt’s argument was with those who sought to dissolve Jewish iden-
tity in the great sea of humanity, and queer theory seeks to deny the very validity
of homo- or heterosexual identity as a stable attribute of human nature. Yet, the
political point remains sharp; the stakes here are more than theoretical. To quote
a comment by lesbian anthropologist Esther Newton during a “constructionist vs.
essentialist” debate at the 1984 Toronto conference, “When they deconstruct, I’ll
deconstruct.”

Fighting to Be Seen and Heard

Whether or not one aligns with queer theorists’ rejection of stable sexual identi-
ties, it seems undeniable that our society, like all societies, reinforces the pattern
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of roles associated with sexual identity: our conceptions of masculinity and femi-
ninity, of the “normal” and “natural” attributes and responsibilities of men and
women. As with other pillars of our moral order, these definitions of what is
normal and natural support the existing social structure. The maintenance of the
“normal” gender-role system requires that children learn, and adults be discour-
aged from toppling, a set of expectations that channel their beliefs about what is
possible and proper for men and for women.

The gender system is supported, in turn, by the mass media’s treatment of
sexual minorities. Lesbians and gay men are usually ignored altogether, but when
they do appear, it is in roles that support the “natural” order. Stereotypic images
are always invoked, if only implicitly, as when gay characters are depicted in a
carefully antistereotypic manner that draws our attention to the absence of the
“expected” attributes. What is wrong about these stereotypes is not that they are
inaccurate. They are, after all, often more than a little accurate, at least for some
gay people, some of the time (Perkins, 1979). The problem with stereotypes is the
attempt of heterosexual society to define gay people in terms that inevitably fall
short of the ideal of heterosexual society (that is, taken to be the norm of being
human) and to pass this definition off as necessary and natural. Sexual minorities
are not, of course, unique in this regard; one could say the same for most media
images of minorities, but our general invisibility makes us especially vulnerable to
the power of media images.

For most of the decade after Stonewall (what might be termed first-wave gay
liberation), a primary focus of struggle was the challenge to overwhelming invis-
ibility broken occasionally by representations of sexual minorities that were nega-
tive, limiting, and demeaning (Gross, 2001; Montgomery, 1981, 1989). As Caroline
Sheldon put it, “Lesbianism is usually shown as an aberration, an individual psycho-
social problem, which may not be the condition of every lesbian in the audience
but may help to precipitate a few into believing that it is” (1977, p. 5).

Communications researcher Kathleen Montgomery observed the efforts of the
organized gay movement in the 1970s to improve the ways network programmers
handled gay characters and themes. Between 1973 and 1978 there were seven
major protests and all three television networks were targets of campaigns against
negative and damaging images of homosexuals. In all of these instances the activ-
ists demanded changes in program content, deletions of material, or even the
canceling of particular episodes. Although these demands were not fully met, and
no episodes were cancelled in their entirety, in most cases the activists did suc-
ceed in modifying the more negative aspects of a lesbian or gay character’s por-
trayal, and in three of the cases the objectionable episode was not rerun (Mont-
gomery, 1981).

With the advent of the AIDS epidemic in the early 1980s, the problem of invis-
ibility became more acute, literally a matter of life and death. AIDS activists pro-
tested the media’s silence about AIDS; most notably, they noted the poor record
of The New York Times and the national TV and print news outlets (Albert, 1986;
Kinsella, 1989). They also focused on egregious examples of media sensational-
ism. In 1985 a group of activists responding to homophobic AIDS-related cover-
age in the New York Post, created a new organization, the Gay and Lesbian Alli-
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ance Against Defamation (GLAAD), dedicated to “improving fairness, accuracy
and inclusiveness in news coverage and media portrayals of all gay men and
lesbians” and improving “public attitudes about homosexuality in an effort to end
violence and discrimination against lesbians and gay men and overcome their
social isolation” (GLAAD, n.d.).

By the late 1990s GLAAD had become one of the largest national GLBT organi-
zations and represented the clearest example of advocacy and lobbying, focusing
on increasing the frequency of GLBT people and issues in the media but also
emphasizing the demand for positive portrayals. Currently, GLAAD boasts that

because of GLAAD’s work, gay and lesbian stories and issues are covered in
national and local news publications, in film and on television. Negative and
imbalanced portrayals of the community have decreased while lesbians and
gay men have been increasingly incorporated in nearly every type of media
platform - from soap operas to cartoon strips. (n.d.)

At the same time, however, many GLBT scholars have asked what the increased
visibility and the generally more varied and positive images we now encounter
reflect besides our success in educating media institutions and eradicating stale
stereotypes. Queers are here, and the media, at least, are getting used to it. But
what does it mean?

Visibility and Its Discontents

In contrast to the denial and erasure enforced by law and custom with which
many of us grew up, today young people grow up reading words and seeing
images that previous generations never encountered. In the final years of the 20th
century, lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered people entered the ranks of
our culture’s permanent cast of characters, even though rarely in leading roles and
almost never permitted to express physical affection. Gay and lesbian Americans
have been identified as a certifiable market niche, one well-heeled enough to
warrant targeted ads, especially ones that wink at us over the heads of straight
people (Brookey, 1996; Chasin, 2000; Sender, 1999; Walters, 2001). Journalists
now routinely include gay-related issues and events as a category of news, and
we make the front pages and the network evening news with regularity. Yet those
appearances are almost invariably in the context of some controversy centering
on our right to pursue our lives in ways that heterosexuals take for granted. In
recent times the most prominent topics for journalistic attention to gay people,
leaving aside the AIDS epidemic, have been the exclusion of gay people from
service in the military, from the institution of civil marriage, from the right to adopt
children, and from the Boy Scouts.

As the 2004 presidential election season opened, the issue of civil marriage
rights for same-sex couples was propelled onto the political agenda, first by les-
bian and gay activists, and then by the Massachusetts Supreme Court and the
mayor of San Francisco. The country’s political leaders, as well as gay and straight
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voters, will have to confront the issue of equal rights in a domain even more
fundamental to the national identity than the issue of the U.S. military’s antigay
policies that erupted in 1993. This time, it may not be possible for politicians, or
voters, to hide behind a policy fig leaf like “don’t ask, don’t tell.”  For scholars,
there will be much to examine in the rhetorical and political jockeying around this
volatile issue; for citizens, there will be a challenge to our commitment to real
equality and to the separation of the civil from the religious sphere.

Gay people did not, however, ascend from the pariah status of criminal, sinner,
and pervert to the respectable categories of voting bloc and market niche without
playing the familiar American game of assimilation. The rules of this game require
the muting of a group’s distinctive coloring in order that they might blend into the
fabric of the mainstream. To the extent that gay people wish to be taken into the
American fold, and many certainly do, although many others just as certainly
do not, they face the same choice. In the past decade the organized sector of
lesbian and gay America has embraced assimilation as the realization of their
ultimate goal.

Yet, the increasingly visible presence of queer people has contributed mightily
to the subversion of traditional sexual morality and the expansion of the range of
personal possibilities. The media have served both as carriers and reflections of
transformations that the forces of cultural reaction have been powerless to re-
verse. A few hours of cable-TV surfing, from All My Children to Jerry Springer to
MTV to Will & Grace to Nightline, will demonstrate that the cultural mainstream
has overflowed the narrow channels in which it once was confined. The newest
ratings magnets, “reality” programs of various sorts, from MTV’s The Real World to
CBS’s Survivor, not to mention Bravo’s Boy Meets Boy or Queer Eye for the Straight
Guy, take the presence of openly gay people for granted, and this increasingly
reflects the real world in which we live. Whereas, as recently as the early 1990s,
the inclusion of a gay character would typically be the focus of some dramatic
“problem” to be resolved, today, particularly for programs that aim at the coveted
younger viewers, it seems that the presence of gay people is a necessary guaran-
tor of realism.

GLBT and queer scholars are divided, both among and within themselves, over
the meaning of the current state of their field and the current realities of GLBT and
queer lives. Celebrations of vastly increased visibility and inclusiveness clash with
ambivalence over the form of that visibility and the motives for inclusion. In a
commercial-media–saturated society it is no surprise that gay visibility is both a
product of our status as a newly discovered market niche and a channeling of our
acceptable public presence into commercially remunerative manifestations. The
unexpected success of Queer Eye for the Straight Guy, 2003’s summer ratings hit,
embodies all of these contradictions and will, no doubt, be extensively dissected
and interrogated by GLBT scholars. Are we to enjoy the unapologetic queer wit of
the Fab Five, or should we be decrying the reinforcement of the stereotype of the
fashion queens who help real men look their best and then retreat to the closet
before the action begins?

The question of who should be able to depict what, for which audiences, and
in what contexts of production and reception is one that GLBT scholars are con-
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fronting with more frequency, precisely as these images proliferate. In 1995, Essex
Hemphill explored the complex reactions to the “gay minstrelry” of Fox TV’s In
Living Color “Men on Men” segments. Black lesbian and gay viewers approached
the “screaming queen” caricatures of these segments with an appreciation for their
humor, but with the familiar concern that nongay audiences would project the
shallowness and misogyny of these images onto Black gay men as a class. Many
of the same ambivalences are surely felt by GLBT folks witnessing, and perhaps
participating in, water-cooler discussions of the latest Queer Eye episode.

The conflict here is a familiar one confronted by minority communities when
certain, carefully selected portions of their realities are projected onto the main-
stream culture’s big screen. Is this better than nothing?  Will we all be seen in the
light of these limited and limiting images?  Why are our public images overwhelm-
ingly White and middle class?

If GLBT is a group defined by sexuality, why is our sexuality so rarely visible in
the media, even within the terms of American public prudery and hypocrisy about
sex? If kissing is network television’s favorite synecdoche for sexual intercourse,
should we be surprised that every same-sex kiss on broadcast TV provides an
occasion for public controversy embroiling network executives, advertisers, and
local station managers in southern states, generally occurring during “sweeps,”
and hopefully generating ratings?  Should we be surprised that the introduction of
same-sex explicit language and images in a communications journal would gener-
ate a firestorm of controversy, probably bringing Fred Corey and Tom Nakayama
a much larger readership for their 1997 article “Sextext” (Henderson, 2000)?

Things are somewhat different when we confront the images available on the
less commercially sensitive venues of subscription cable TV, whose subscribers
are expecting more explicit language and sexual images. HBO’s Six Feet Under
incorporates gay people—men, anyway—and shows them to be about as compli-
cated and dysfunctional as their straight relatives and friends. Showtime has moved
farther in offering segmented dramas, beginning in 2000 with Queer as Folk (trans-
lated from a British miniseries and turned into an open-ended serial) and followed
in 2004 by the lesbian counterpart, The L Word. These programs can be, and have
been, faulted for being overly sex-focused, overwhelmingly White (especially QAF,
set in a strikingly colorless “Pittsburgh”), and middle-class (especially TLW, replete
with sleek, fashionable lesbians with endless time to sit around a coffee shop and
gossip).

For all their faults, these programs offer the unusual and refreshing sight of a
queer-centered world, in which the straight people, when seen at all, are on the
periphery for once. These programs depict the reality most consistently erased in
mainstream media’s images of queers: community. Even when majority media
include gay or lesbian characters, their world is predominantly straight, as is, of
course, the audience being sought by commercial advertisers. The presence or
absence of queer communities is not a minor matter for gay people. Although all
minorities share in the experience of being depicted as a (welcome or unwel-
come) insertion in a majority-populated world, gay people have a unique
relation to their own community: They’re not born into it, but they find and
create it later in life. Thus, for gay people, finding a community is literally a
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matter of rebirth into a world in which their experience is valued and their
interests are shared.1

Where Do We Go From Here?

Those of us engaged in GLBT and queer studies face a rich field of opportunities
and an array of challenges unlike those confronting most communications scholars.
I will try to briefly outline some central questions and some important challenges.

First, although it is valuable to monitor the mass media’s presentation of lesbian
and gay characters and to decode their “hidden” meanings, as researchers and as
activists we must move beyond surveillance and textual analysis. We need more
studies of the backstage workings of the Hollywood dream (and nightmare) facto-
ries that manufacture the images absorbed by millions around the world. The
factory image is not inappropriate: We need to be aware that most of what shows
up on the screen is dictated by commercial industrial processes rather than the
imagination of individual artists. While the decisions about whether Will Truman
will ever have a boyfriend and be allowed to engage in a romantic kiss will be
debated and resolved at the highest levels, many of the images of gay people that
we encounter are determined at much lower levels. The familiar and often infuri-
ating characterizations that lurk in the background of the media landscape are
determined in the everyday routines of casting and directing, and there are many
opportunities here to challenge as well as to reinforce familiar stereotypes. Al-
though there is a small body of writing on lesbian and gay industry insiders
(Ehrenstein, 1996, 1998; Mann, 2001), there has yet to be any substantial empirical
accounts of the lesbian and gay component of the film and television industry. As
a growing number of behind-the-camera players come out, what is the impact on
the ways that decisions are made, characters and plots crafted and negotiated,
audiences defined and cultivated, careers advanced or curtailed?

Second, there is the radical transformation in the experience of queer kids. For
a long time, depictions and analyses of the experience of “coming out,” that is,
developing an awareness of same-sex attraction and the eventual adoption and
then communication of a gay identity, noted the absence of images or information

1  The absence of gay and lesbian communities in the media became even more pointed and consequen-
tial in the wake of AIDS. The consistent feature of all TV dramatic programming on AIDS (and most
news, public affairs, and documentary programming as well) has been to focus on individuals suffer-
ing from AIDS and, if the angle of vision is widened at all, it is to include (straight) family members and
possibly a lover (as long as they barely touch) and perhaps one or two friends (more likely to be
straight than gay). There are truly dramatic and important AIDS stories that we almost never see
enacted or even reflected glancingly in TV news and drama. These are stories of how the gay commu-
nity responded to an unparalleled health crisis with an unprecedented grassroots movement of social
service and medical organizing. They are stories of sex and public health education; of research-
backed militant agitation for reforms in the testing and approval of drugs; of coalition building with
other marginalized groups suffering from disproportionate AIDS risk. Hollywood’s self-congratulatory
“breakthrough” AIDS film, Philadelphia, perfectly exemplified this pattern. The key dramatic premise
of the film—that the victimized person with AIDS (Tom Hanks) ends up at the mercy of a homophobe
who can then be converted to tolerance (Denzel Washington)—required the erasure of the accom-
plishments of the gay community, just as the fear of heterosexual audiences’ sensibilities requires the
denial of the realities of gay life.
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about homosexuality. In a study of the coming out process of gay men conducted
in the late 1960s, Barry Dank reported typical responses to questions about teen-
agers’ feelings about their sexuality. Among the most frequent were variants on
the following answer to the question, did you think of yourself as homosexual? “I
think I did but I didn’t know how to put it into words. I didn’t know it existed. I
guess I was like everybody else and thought I was the only one in the world”
(Dank, 1971, p. 232). In 1989, 2 decades after Stonewall and after a decade of
AIDS, Gilbert Herdt (1998, p. 289) noted, “We do not know very well whether
coming out has changed much over the years?”

In asking this question, it seems imperative to acknowledge two significant
changes that have taken place in the past decade. After a fundamental, if bitter-
sweet, breakthrough in the wake of AIDS, media invisibility is a thing of the past.
No one, however remote from the urban centers of gay culture, is likely to grow
up unaware of GLBT people, and of homosexuality, as a part of the social and
human fabric. This is not to say that today’s kids are spared the fate captured by
Hodges and Hutter in the 1970s: “We learn to loathe homosexuality before it
becomes necessary to acknowledge our own” (1974, reprinted in Gross & Woods,
1999). The experience of growing up in today’s world of Ellen and Queer Eye and
politicians explaining their positions on same-sex marriage, however, must be
deeply different from that of earlier generations.

There is another familiar aspect of growing up gay that has undergone a trans-
formation we have not yet adequately comprehended. However different the
public environment of the media might be, queer kids are still, for the most part,
born in enemy territory. That is, we’re all born into families that expect, and
enforce, adherence to the heteronormative values of our society. At a very early
age we learn the set of roles expected of us in accord with our visible sexual
organs, and most children readily perform and identify with these roles. Queer
kids come to a realization that they are not what everyone wants and expects
them to be. Often this realization is shared, and not in a positive way, by relatives,
peers, and teachers, and kids have to contend with very real vulnerability and
isolation. In the past decade, though, this isolation has been relieved to a large
extent by the availability of the Internet.

“Does anyone else feel like you’re the only gay guy on the planet, or at least in
Arlington, Texas?”  When 17-year-old Ryan Matthew posted that question on AOL
in 1995, he received more than 100 supportive email messages (Gabriel, 1995).
The stories that fly through the ether make all too clear that the Internet can
literally be a lifesaver for many queer teens trapped in enemy territory. Whereas
one of the clichés of computer-mediated communication is that one can hide
one’s true identity, so “that nobody knows you’re 15 and live in Montana and are
gay” (Gabriel, 1995), it is also true that in their computer-mediated conversations,
they “are unmasking the covers they are forced to wear in their straight daily lives”
(Nir, 1998).

Third, we need better understanding of the challenges to the very concepts of
identity and sexuality that are posed by queer theory, as well as by the range of
positions and perspectives currently lumped under the T part of GLBT. Although
queer theorists deny the reality, or at least the conceptual validity, of stable sexual
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identities—however they might be subjectively experienced by actual people—
psychiatric authorities helpfully join with anxious parents to enforce their pre-
ferred identities on “gender nonconforming” children and adolescents, de-
spite the insistence of these young people on the validity of their felt sexual
identity (Prosser, 1998). When these conflicts are amplified by the acknowl-
edgment of race, ethnicity, and class as conditions that contribute to the shape
of identity, as a result of both external attribution and subjective experience,
it becomes ever more difficult to slide identity and sexuality under a concep-
tual microscope. The task remains, however, and it is an important one because,
among other reasons, the status of GLBT and queer identity is imbued with politi-
cal consequences.

So, finally, there is still the question of politics. GLBT studies, as I have noted,
emerged out of a political movement and has always had a necessary, if often
fraught or distant, relation to the political conditions facing gay people and the
movements and organizations engaged in the struggles for equality. At the mo-
ment, gay people are being inducted into the precincts of citizenship as defined
by inclusion in the categories of consumer niche to be cultivated and voting bloc
to be minimally served when not taken for granted. At the same time, we are
prominently featured as targets of convenience in the crafting of “wedge issues” to
trap Democratic party candidates. Most of the time, however, when the traps are
sprung, it is the civil rights of gay people that are caught and maimed. Theorizing
about the nature of sexuality and identity is more than academic in the shadow of
gender identity clinics. The study of political rhetoric has a sharper edge when the
debate is about your status as a citizen and whether you are included among “we,
the people.”

Three decades ago Barbara Gittings offered the first public gathering of lesbian
and gay academics a fairy tale that has turned out to be far less utopian than
anyone could have imagined, but that dream is still far from reality, and gay,
lesbian, bisexual, transgendered, and queer studies needs to remain committed to
its fulfillment.
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